Tales of Restless Nuclei

The molecules in a solid may be tumbling, rotating, or jumping. Or just quietly vibrating. What they do can affect the characteristics of bulk matter. This is not news . . . but the way we can relate specific motions to physical properties is.

Physicists at GM Research are using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) to study molecular motion as temperature or composition is changed. This new branch of spectroscopy uses magnetic nuclei to probe many phenomena on a molecular scale. From it, for example, our NMR physicists are developing new knowledge of electron densities, molecular configurations, and the basic nature of that strange squishy state of matter—the plastic crystal.

In addition, they are associating specific molecular motions with the macroscopic properties of polymers. And they're learning to predict properties for the engineer.

Take neoprene, for instance. Engineers wanted to know what plasticizers might keep it flexible at low temperatures . . . without having to run physical tests on a number of samples.

NMR found out. How? By detecting changes in molecular motion. A hard, solid polymer allows molecules only limited movement. Addition of a plasticizer, or an increase in temperature, allows more complex motions as the rigid structure relaxes. The increased motions cause narrowing of the NMR spectral line which can be correlated with flexibility.

The motions of the nuclei tell the tale . . . and help General Motors find a better way.

General Motors Research Laboratories
Warren, Michigan

Effects of plasticizers on NMR spectrum of neoprene. The best plasticizer produces spectral line narrowing (due to increased molecular motion) at lowest temperature.
—From a recently published GMR paper.
For Up-to-Date Reference . . . . .

Dorland’s

ILLUSTRATED
MEDICAL DICTIONARY

The most comprehensive dictionary available in the field of medicine and allied sciences

Under the editorial supervision of 10 Distinguished Authorities, with 58 Contributors. 1,170 pages, 6½" x 10", with more than 700 illustrations and 51 plates (22 in color). Flexible binding, thumb-indexed. $13.00. Deluxe Edition, $17.00.
New (24th) Edition—Published in April!

Here is the most modern, most accurate and comprehensive medical dictionary available to the scientist. This New (24th) Edition is the most extensively changed in the 65-year history of this respected reference. There are now more than 130,000 definitions—nearly 20,000 more than the previous edition and many thousands more than any other English-language medical dictionary.

All definitions are worded to maximize rapid understanding. Pronunciation is clearly indicated. Anatomical terms are now organized so that you will find the full definition under the first word you check or the first term to which you are referred. The latest Nomina Anatomica term carries the main entry. Consistent NA terminology is a hallmark of this edition.

Hundreds of drug names have been added. Common drugs are entered under generic and proprietary names, with brief statements on structure, action and use in the generic listing. Entries in microbiology, hematology, and dermatology have been particularly reworked for accuracy and timeliness.

Several hundreds of new illustrations have been added; many existing ones have been redrawn. The addition of many electron photomicrographs is notable. Valuable tables list chemical elements, stains and staining methods, weights and measures, etc. A concise section on “how to use the dictionary” clearly explains entry arrangements, alphabetization, etymology, pronunciation, etc. A new, more durable paper has been utilized for this edition. The highly legible typeface has been retained, along with flexible binding and thumb-indexing.

Reed and Reed’s

MENTAL RETARDATION: A Family Study

Results of a monumental project reporting the mental status of more than 80,000 individuals

E. L. W. REED, Ph.D., and SHELDON C. REED, Ph.D. Both at Dight Institute for Human Genetics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 719 pages, 7¼" x 10¼", with 290 figures. $16.50.
New—Published in April!

This prodigious study meticulously presents vital data on six generations of relatives of mentally retarded. The book presents a mine of information for every geneticist, psychologist, and sociologist—or any researcher interested in the problem of mental retardation. You’ll find pedigrees of 289 mentally retarded patients reproduced in full. Their families are traced back in some instances to the 18th century. Hundreds of kinship charts are included. The data here can aid in the formulation of more reliable answers to such questions as: The extent to which transmission is involved in etiology of mental retardation—Relative influence of environment—Whether potential for giftedness is inherited within the retarded population—Why there is no steady decline in intelligence of the retarded population—How natural selection has functioned in regard to intelligence in recent generations in the United States.

Sherif, Sherif and Nebergall’s

ATTITUDE AND ATTITUDE CHANGE

The Social Judgment-Involvement Approach

A revealing study of vital socio-cultural issues

C. A. W. SHERIF, Ph.D., Research Associate, and MUZAFER SHERIF, Ph.D., Director and Research Professor, Institute of Group Relations; and ROGER E. NEBERGALL, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Speech. All at the University of Oklahoma. 264 pages, 6½" x 9¾", illustrated. $8.25.
New—Published in March!

Any social scientist or researcher interested in a better understanding of attitudes and communication in today’s complex world will find this to be a fascinating book. The authors, well-known social psychologists, trace in detail the psychological processes of the individual in his acceptance or rejection of persons, groups, ideas, and events. This volume clearly sets forth and emphasizes the differentiation of attitudes into discernable classifications of acceptance, rejection, and the vital area of noncommitment. Studies conducted on desegregation, ethnic groups, reapportionment of state legislatures, farm policy, labor-management issues, Prohibition, prices of consumer goods, and the 1960 Presidential campaign provide rich psychological material on how groups and individuals come by the opinions they hold.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY
W. Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

Please send and bill me:

□ Dorland—$13.00
□ Reed and Reed—$16.50
□ Sherif, et al.—$8.25
□ Check enclosed, send postpaid.

Name

Address
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IBM announces three new programming support packages for scientists and engineers who will use SYSTEM/360

...Scientific
Subroutine Package/360 to extend FORTRAN capability of SYSTEM/360

Over 100 FORTRAN subroutines in statistics, matrix manipulation and general mathematics.

Subroutines we know will be useful to you.
Support that means less of your time spent programming, more in your own profession.
You can add to it or modify it to suit your needs. You can consider it a collection of input/output-free computational building blocks which can be combined with your own input to produce the exact programs you want.

With the individual subroutines or with combinations of them, you can carry out functions like the following:

In statistics:
* analysis of variance (factorial design)
* correlation analysis
* multiple linear regression
* polynomial regression
* canonical correlation
* factor analysis (principal components, varimax)
* discriminant analysis (many groups)
* time series analysis
* data screening and analysis
* non-parametric tests
* random number generation (uniform, normal)

In matrix manipulation:
* inversion
* eigenvalues and eigenvectors (real symmetric case)
* simultaneous linear algebraic equations
* transposition
* matrix arithmetic (addition, product, etc.)
* partitioning
* tabulation and sorting of rows or columns
* elementary operations on rows or columns

In other mathematical areas:
* integration of given or tabulated functions (Runga-Kutta)
* integration of up to six first order differential equations (Runga-Kutta)
* Fourier analysis of given or tabulated functions
* Bessel and modified Bessel function evaluation
* gamma function evaluation
* Legendre polynomial evaluation
* elliptic, exponential, sine, cosine, Fresnel integrals
* finding real roots of a given function
* finding real and complex roots of real polynomial equations
* polynomial arithmetic (addition, division, etc.)
* polynomial evaluation, integration, differentiation

These new subroutines will help in every area of industry and science.
Correlation analysis, multiple regression, factor analysis, and data screening and analysis are standard tools for research in medicine, biology, psychology and like fields.

In colleges and universities, faculty members and students will get better use of their computation center with a minimum of programming time.

In the process industries, these new subroutines will speed up analysis of operating data, quality control, design of petroleum and chemical units, simulation of units, plants and processes, and laboratory analysis.

In the aerospace industry, the programs will help in system design and analysis, data reduction and analysis, data acquisition and control, and system simulation and evaluation.
Whatever industry you're in, your job becomes a little easier.

...Mathematical
Programming System/360 gives you powerful mathematical optimization capabilities

This new system combines the best features of the current IBM linear programming systems with significant new capabilities including MARVEL, a new language processor for matrix generation, solution analysis, management reporting and file maintenance. Modular design makes it easy to incorporate new optimization techniques, as they are developed, hence the name Mathematical Programming System/360.
* Maximum problem size of 4,095 rows.
* The system utilizes the Revised Simplex (product form of inverse) Method with bounded variables and range constraints.
* A highly efficient inversion technique using a triangularization method permits inversion to be made frequently, thus increasing the speed of succeeding iterations and maintaining a high degree of accuracy.
* Multiple pricing method, adjusted for problem size and amount of available storage, reduces the amount of file processing and increases solution speed.
* A "cycle" facility which reduces solution time for problems containing many more columns than rows.
* Dynamic storage allocation provides for maximum use of available storage.
* The control language includes conditional control statements which permit alternate solution strategies to be implemented depending upon the conditions which arise during solution.
* Interrupt facilities provide the means for preplanning alternate strategies in the event of off-normal conditions.
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• Simultaneous parametric programming on both the right-hand side and the objective function may be used.
• A single language (MARVEL) is used to specify the file processing functions needed for mathematical programming applications.
• Specialized matrix generators and report writers can be written in the MARVEL language.
• Modular design makes it easy to add, modify, replace or delete functions as new requirements develop.

The MARVEL language allows you to prepare printed reports in final form with easily written programs which may perform mathematical operations, reordering, selection and analysis while the report is being prepared. The flexible input and output facilities coupled with the capacity to communicate directly with the mathematical programming procedures provide the user with a powerful management report writing system.

The MARVEL language also contains a complete set of operations to produce, select, and maintain data files associated with mathematical programming problems. By using the selection and maintenance features of the MARVEL language, the user can produce new data files (matrix generation) from one or more data sources. These new data files may: consist of data to be input to user programs; be filed as partially processed data; or, define a new mathematical programming problem.

While unknown only 20 years ago, linear programming techniques are now being used to cut costs in applications like aluminum alloy blending, gasoline blending, ice cream mixing, meat packing, electric arc furnace steel making, blast furnace burdening, production planning and a whole range of marketing problems.

...Project Management System/360

This advanced, modular program provides critical path scheduling, PERT, and PERT/COST capabilities. Its building block design under monitor control insures flexibility for incorporating additional functions and adaptability to special customer requirements, so that both customers and IBM can add such functions at a later date.

Project Management System/360 will consist of a set of modules, each designed to perform an application function and to operate efficiently with particular equipment components and features. Since each module will be operationally independent of the other modules, it is practical to efficiently support a wide range of processor, input/output devices and storage capacities. Modular design not only has the advantage of ease of modification and maintainability, but also provides exceptional ability to respond to individual needs. Thus the Project Management System/360 can be readily tailored to your specific requirements without expensive reprogramming.

Projects of all types in construction, special products manufacture, large-scale R&D, etc., have been growing increasingly complex. Effective management requires up-to-date knowledge of job status and financial performance. Even more important, management needs to determine the probable schedule and cost impact of contemplated changes in plan. Project Management System/360 provides the scientific management tools needed for making better delivery promises, for spotting out-of-line conditions, for meeting schedules, for controlling costs.

Project Management System/360 will help plan and control the use of valuable resources: men, machines, money and material.

Some of the major applications for this network oriented system include:

In manufacturing and distribution: network techniques have been used to schedule construction operations, the use of mining equipment, crude petroleum manufacturing, natural gas operations, construction repair and maintenance, pulp mill operations, paper and paperboard manufacturing, book preparation and printing, blast furnace maintenance and meat packing operations.

In construction and engineering: network techniques to plan, estimate, schedule manpower and materials, control, and coordinate sub-contractors.

In service industries: network techniques to schedule freight forwarding operations, terminal and service facilities, power plant operations, bank clearing house operations, dividend check distribution, insurance report preparation, judicial functions, urban development.

In Federal agencies: PERT and PERT/COST are used for internal management control as well as for contractor control.

In research and development: network techniques to schedule aerospace research and development projects, test production of biological products, experimentation with drugs, university and college curricula and facilities usage, library operations and farm planting.

Just three more reasons for choosing SYSTEM/360 for science & engineering.

IBM
The New Beckman DU®-2 Spectrophotometer is the successor to the renowned Beckman DU. The new, more convenient DU-2 has a sloped front panel and large easy-to-read controls. It has increased range: 190 to 1000 mμ. Its photometric scale is expanded at both ends. It uses micro cells without attachments. It retains all the reliable DU principles, and it uses every time-tested DU accessory.

It's available at the same low DU price. Ask your local Beckman Sales Engineer about the new DU-2 or write for Data File LUV-38-265.
of legal redress were not utilized. And, while the actions of the demonstrators were shocking, even more shocking was the inept handling of the situation by the university administration.

Although many of the statements in the Langer report can be challenged, certain of those in part II are most misleading. To say that “it is only Berkeley that has placed the university as a whole in a position of leadership in American higher education” does a disservice to the other campuses of the University of California. The majority of students and faculty are located on other campuses, and the implication is that these are inferior to the Berkeley campus. Yet the entry requirements are as stringent at the other campuses as they are at Berkeley. The quality of scientific research is not inferior at these campuses. And certainly neither the teaching nor administration is inferior. The university's great position in higher education is attained in a large measure through its multi-campus concept. Each campus can point to something it offers academically that Berkeley does not. When put together, these make the University of California great. All are an integral part of a single educational system.

The actions of the administration, faculty, and students at the other campuses with respect to this controversy have been admirable and certainly acceptable by community standards. Neither students' rights, education, nor research have been compromised on these campuses. The “tradeoff between...student 'beantniks' and...academic distinction,” to use Langer's phrase, does not seem to be necessary at these campuses. Langer says that many Californians want a “respectable” rather than a great university. I do not know how many; I do know that the majority of Californians would agree on and strive to maintain what we have had in the past: a state university both great and respectable.

RONALD L. KATHREN
14744 Washington Avenue,
San Leandro, California 94578

The Basic Priorities

The articles on the Berkeley “student revolt” constituted excellent coverage of that unhappy situation. Although Science's articles touched on the basic problems involved, most of the editorials and news stories I've seen missed the mark by a wide margin.

The American public (including many scientists and educators) evinces an appalling lack of understanding of (i) the aims of education, (ii) the current pressures on students, and (iii) the nature of university administration. Education should encourage all possible freedom of thought, speech, and action that will contribute to the intellectual, moral, and physical growth of the learner. At Berkeley this dictum was forgotten or overlooked by all four groups involved—students, faculty, administrators, and regents. Owing to several factors—such as enormous enrollment increases and plant expansion, emphasis on faculty and graduate research, disregard for undergraduate teaching and guidance, inept administrative and board decisions—pressures on students blew the safety valve.

One solution to the dilemma is for all of us to recognize that each of the four campus-related groups has a specific or primary role. When these roles are reversed, or otherwise mixed up, serious dislocations occur. At the risk of oversimplifying, scholars of higher education have suggested the following basic priorities: Students are on campus to study; faculty members are there to teach; administrators should manage, negotiate, and facilitate; trustees and regents should establish the governing policies. The American public is composed of these four academically related groups, plus hundreds of other interested groups such as parents, alumni, donors, and legislators. Each person in each group can make a significant contribution to the alleviation of such pressures as caused the “revolt” at Berkeley. The first step should be in understanding the dimensions of the three numbered points above. The second step should be the acceptance of a position on these points. The third step should be a willingness to express this position by suggesting appropriate action. Really constructive criticism is in short supply!

This nation is great at least partly because of the education provided its citizens. It should be the responsibility of every citizen to take the steps necessary to insure that our schools, colleges, and universities will continue, if not improve, their important function of educating for freedom, democracy, and justice.

GERALD P. BURNS
Independent College Funds of America, Inc., 7004 Empire State Building,
New York, New York 10001
The chemist's lot eases further

Just before 5 on the afternoon of March 1, 1965 a strong movement toward the ballroom of the Penn-Sheraton was under way. These people must have done their homework by giving careful advance scrutiny to the program of the great Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy. Within the hour, what we had done to thin-layer chromatography was animating conversation in lines waiting for tables in restaurants all over the Golden Triangle.

What we had done was to break the news that Eastman Chromagram Sheet had arrived to take the mess out of TLC by providing silica gel properly coated on a snippable base of polyethylene terephthalate. What we had failed to do was to provide a minimal-volume, fast equilibrating chamber in which to develop the stuff. This we are about to put on the market as Eastman Chromagram Developing Apparatus. To minimize delay, place order now, along with your order for the sheet. Upon delivery, proceed as follows:

Orders are accepted, prices are quoted, literature and samples of the sheet are supplied by Distillation Products Industries, Rochester, N.Y. 14603 (Division of Eastman Kodak Company).

The sheet can be ordered with or without fluorescent indicator incorporated in the 100μ of polyvinyl-alcohol-bonded silica gel. With it in, a dark spot seen under ultraviolet on the developed chromatogram locates a compound that either has absorption bands in the exciting radiation or quenches the fluorescence photochemically, or a spot brighter than background marks a fluorescence-enhancing compound. Contrariwise, if you have just realized how easy it would be with this new TLC medium to snip out isotopically labeled substances and drop them in a scintillation liquid for counting, you wouldn't want secondary light from the phosphor to foul up the measurement. Or you may have other reasons to keep our lead-manganese-activated calcium silicate out of your thin layers.

Too perishable, too steep, too essential

Some products we are more pleased to sell than other products. The pitifully perishable character and steep price per cubic centimeter of liquid Kodak Nuclear Track Emulsions make a wicked combination. Too bad they have turned out so essential to the conduct of fundamental research in the life sciences. Originally, some decades ago, we thought the physicists were going to be the principal customers for photographic materials designed to pick up tracks of ionizing particles. But we were wrong. Turned out that bubble chambers of liquid hydrogen and spark chambers are much, much better for particle physics. Sheer joy it is for us to furnish the film on which these bubble tracks and sparks are imaged by lenses.

But biological scientists, who have a bit less need than high-energy physicists to cluster together in huge establishments with huge budgets and huge, highly specialized purchasing departments, are invited to speak right up on their own for their requirements in autoradiographic emulsions to Eastman Kodak Company, Special Applications, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. We even have a new pamphlet for them.

Lens people

Long past due are a few flowers publicly strewn before these people. They and one or two others within our walls have designed the highest-acuity lenses for aerial photography, CRT recording, and microphotography that money can buy out of a catalog. The catalog is designated U-10 and is obtainable from Eastman Kodak Company, Apparatus and Optical Division, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. It quotes some phenomenal resolving-power figures.

If you know enough to deny that resolving power tells the whole story about lens performance, you may qualify to participate in some really stimulating discussion. Today it is possible to talk modulation transfer functions until either the cows come home or the bucketfuls of digits boil down to a one-bit question: is Lens A better than Lens B?

Happy now with a computer program of over 5,000 instructions, the crew above recall with a touch of horror ancient times when the only available computers stood on desks and were wired into a person's brain through the digits of the left hand for fighting spherical aberration, coma, lateral and longitudinal chromatism, astigmatism, distortion, field curvature; marshalling 7th and 9th order effects against 5th order errors; and arbitrating between more aperture, more field, lower cost, better resolution, higher contrast, longer back focus, broader spectral range, lighter weight, and quite a bit of et cetera.
A familiar sight in laboratories and doctors' offices the world over. Why? In an age of increasing complexity, this classic photoelectric colorimeter has remained the simplest and the fastest to operate—only one knob is used to make one adjustment.

If you're looking for a ruggedly built, consistently accurate photometer, utterly simple to operate...can you afford not to look at The Leitz PHOTROMETER?

E. LEITZ, INC. 468 Park Avenue South New York, N.Y. 10016
Every one of these prize-winning engineers is a "yes" man.

Here is a group of unabashed "yes" men. Nuclear-Chicago mechanical engineers—and prize-winners, too, for their design and engineering of instruments for clinical diagnosis.

With their colleagues in electronic engineering, they've gained a reputation for affirmative responses to the clinician's questions.

Such as: Is there an instrument that can handle large patient loads, faster than a scanner? Make dynamic studies of isotope distribution? Answer: Yes, our Pho/Gamma™ Scintillation Camera.

Or: Is there a unit that gives sharp, clear photo and dot scans? Without a lot of guesswork or dial-twisting? Answer: Yes, our Pho/Dot® Isotope Scanner.

Other "yes" men—scientists, engineers, technicians—are working for Nuclear-Chicago, too. They're saying "yes" and providing the right instrument at the right time to fulfill a wide variety of needs. In science, medicine, education, and industry.

And about those prizes. There are two, both won in the American Iron and Steel Institute's 1964-65 Design in Steel competition. One is the Citation of Excellence in Engineering of Commercial Equipment—won by the Pho/Dot engineering team. The other is the Citation of Excellence for Design of Commercial Equipment—awarded to the Pho/Gamma team.

Not bad for a bunch of "yes" men.
# 12 NEW BOOKS IN SCIENCE AND MEDICINE

## New Techniques

### LABORATORY IDENTIFICATION OF PATHOGENIC FUNGI SIMPLIFIED

*2nd Ed., 2nd Fig.* by Elizabeth L. Hazen and Frank Curtis Reed, both of New York State Department of Health, Albany, N.Y. Presented in five sections, part of which includes: The Incitants of Dermatophytes (ringworm)—The Microsporum, Trichophyton, and Epidermophytion; The Deep-Seated or Systemic Fungi; The Contaminants; etc. 64, 164 pp., (7 x 10), 162 il., (Amer. Lec. Texts and Techniques edited by Gilbert Dattorf), $7.50

### MICROHEMOCIRCULATION: Observable Variables and Their Biologic Control

*By Ello Maggio, Univ. of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.* New and original information and photomicrographic evidence concerning the variables of microhemocirculation. Discusses methods of studying the observable variables of microhemocirculation, anatomico-physiologic variables, biologic control of the physiologic variables, pathologic variables, and the part played by microhemocirculation in tissue response to injury. About 344 pp. (6¾ x 9¼), about 93 il. (23 in color), 6 tables. In Press

### THE CHEMICAL ORIGIN OF LIFE

*By Alexander I. Oparin, U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Moscow, U.S.S.R.* Translated from the Russian by Ann Syng, Stonehaven, Scotland. In this monograph the author describes in as great detail as achievements of contemporary science will allow the three stages in the evolution of organic substances which preceded the appearance of life on Earth. ’64, 152 pp., 33 il., (Amer. Lec. Living Chemistry), $6.75

### THE DOCTORATE: A Handbook by George K. Schweitzer, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.

*A practical handbook designed for all holders of doctoral degrees as well as those who come into contact with them professionally and socially. Literally hundreds of questions in regard to the doctorate are answered briefly and concisely... questions regarding history, present status, etiquette, and ceremony.* 65, 116 pp., 6 il., $4.75

### LIST OF FUNGAL PRODUCTS

*By Shoji Shibata, Univ. of Tokyo, and Shinseki Natori and Shun-Ichi Udagawa, both of National Institute of Hygienic Sciences, All of Tokyo, Japan.* Makes available a completely up-to-date list of the structurally established mould metabolites, including their names, structural formulae, sources, and literature. Principal pathways of biosynthesis, as well as the amino acids condensation scheme, are illustrated using appropriate symbols of isotopic labelling. About 178 pp. (7 x 10). In Press

### SELECTED HISTOCHEMICAL AND HISTOPATHOLOGICAL METHODS

*By Samuel Wesley Thompson, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Wash.* With two chapters contributed by Ronald D. Hunt, Both of Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo. Several methods are presented for most tissue components, of man and animals demonstrable histochimically. With each method is detailed information as to applications of the method, fixatives or special preparations to be used, special equipment required, etc. About 1,492 pp. (7 x 10), about 401 il. In Press


*The approach is phylogenetic....* beginning with the primitive protozoan light-detecting receptor structures and comparing them with the image-forming compound eyes of the invertebrates—insects, crustacea, and molluscs—and with the retinal photoreceptors of the vertebrate eye of man. About 252 pp., about 154 il., 9 tables. (Amer. Lec. Living Chemistry). In Press


*The author describes a new method—employing the property of thermotropism possessed by many parasites—by which he has succeeded in persuading a new organism to migrate alive and free of other cells from various tumors and tissues. Well documented by seventy-three case histories and nearly 500 references.* ’64, 142 pp. (7 x 10), 40 il., $6.75

### CYBERNETIC MEDICINE

*By Aldo Masturzo, Univ. of Naples, Naples, Italy.* Outlines the general principles of cybernetics—as well as the general picture of results achieved as applied to biology and medicine. The author illustrates the importance of the role played by biology, medicine, electronics, engineering, and mathematics in this field... and the effectiveness of cybernetic medicine in the field of research carried out on living beings. About 180 pp., about 19 il. (Amer. Lec. Living Chemistry). In Press

### AMEBIASIS: A BIOMEDICAL PROBLEM

*By James G. Shaffer, The Lutheran General Hosp., Park Ridge, III.; William H. Shlaes, The Chicago Medical School, Chicago, Ill.; Ryle A. Radke, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Wash.* Partial list of topics covered include the complexity of clinical diagnosis and treatment and problems presented by the protozoan manifestations of the disease; accepted laboratory aids to diagnosis; etc. ’65, 192 pp. 86 il. (in full color), 12 tables, $8.50

### BOUND WATER IN BIOLOGICAL INTEGRITY

*By S. J. Webb, Univ. of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada.* Concerned with the role of bound water in determining the response of cells to desiccation and irradiation from ultraviolet, visible light, and X-rays. The author shows by utilizing the aerosol to control drying that the behavior of several species of bacteria and viruses is strongly dependent on their bound water content. About 222 pp., about 42 il., 30 tables. In Press

### CHROMOSOME DIAGNOSTICS IN CLINICAL MEDICINE

*By Robert R. Eggen, Grossmont Hosp., San Diego, Calif.* The first to summarize all indications for those tests relating to chromosome studies in man... spelling out when and why to use them, what they will reveal, and how they will help. Scope extends from the mechanisms of cell division to the clinical sequelae of chromosome abnormalities in man. ’65, 368 pp., 93 il., 9 tables, (Amer. Lec. Living Chemistry edited by I. Newton Kugelmass), $12.50

### SEND FOR OUR NEW SUMMER-FALL CATALOG

---

**CHARLES C THOMAS • PUBLISHER** 301-327 East Lawrence Avenue  **SPRINGFIELD • ILLINOIS**

---
"In our position as a leading manufacturer of chemical conversion coatings for the metal working industry, maintaining and improving our standards is an ever present challenge. When we specify analytical filter paper we look for extremely low ash, ease in use, and absolute uniformity physically and chemically. Every lot we buy must be dependably consistent with the previous lot. For these reasons, many of our specifications call for S&S quantitative filter papers, especially those in the 589 Ribbon series—Black, White, Red, Green and Blue. Their analytical accuracy is truly outstanding."

For highest quality specify S&S Analytical Filter Papers—known for the company they keep and the companies they serve.
Where performance is critical—safeguard your analysis with S&S Analytical Filter Papers

Extremely high uniformity—extremely low ash. These two properties best describe why many chemists specify S&S. Filter paper brands are not alike. The price for comparable grades by different manufacturers may be the same, but there is similarity ends. S&S quantitative analytical filter paper grades are as close to ash free as modern paper technology can make them—beginning with finest raw materials containing 97-98% alpha cellulose, through the highly critical acid washing process, and the rigid testing of each batch, using actual analysis techniques. If any lot does not meet our requirements, it is rejected.

Result, a consistent product—lot to lot, box to box, month after month, year after year. Ash content for washed papers is less than 0.007%—and you can depend upon it!

The cost? No more than competing brands. No price premium for the finest—one of the few extra-quality products today that do not command extra price.

Ask your laboratory supply house today for S&S, or for samples and literature mail the coupon below.

S&S "ASH FREE"
QUANTITATIVE FILTER PAPERS


S&S No. 599 Dense, highly retentive. Gravimetric analysis.

S&S No. 589 Blue Ribbon Dense. Very retentive. Finely divided crystalline materials such as barium sulphate, calcium oxalate.

S&S No. 589 Red Ribbon Dense. High wet-strength. Very fine precipitates. For use with materials tending to pass into colloidal dispersion during filtration and washing.

S&S No. 589 White Ribbon Medium speed and retention. Most frequently used for quantitative gravimetric analysis. For all precipitates not requiring very retentive paper.

S&S No. 589 Green Ribbon Rapid, thick. Highly absorbent. Increased retention without loss of filter speed.


S&S No. 589-1H (Hardened) Extra rapid. Thin. High wet-strength. Filtration of individual metallic hydroxides such as iron and aluminum hydroxides, etc. Filtration of bulky gelatinous precipitates from sodium hydroxide media.

2 NEW Qualitative Grades

591 A Basic paper for general filtration. Circles, sheets.

591 B Specially selected for chromatography. Medium absorption. Sheets, strips.

593 A Thick. Medium filtration—increased retention. Circles, sheets.

593 C Thick. Specially selected for chromatography. Sheets, strips.

MAIL COUPON FOR DATA AND SAMPLES.

Carl Schleicher & Schuell Co.
Keene, New Hampshire, Dept. INS

I would like to have free S&S informative bulletins about the following:

- Analytical Filter Papers
- Ion Exchange Celluloses
- Thin Layer Chromatography
- Sampler of Analytical Filter Papers (with chart of relative retention values)
- Membrane Filters
- Chromatography and Electrophoresis
- Samples and data on New S&S 591 A and 593 A (analytical use)
- Samples and data on New S&S 591 C and 593 C (chromatographic use)

Name...........................................................................................................
Address.......................................................................................................
Company...................................................................................................
City.............................................State..............................................Zip Code..........

All photographs courtesy of Amchem Products, Inc., Ambler, Pennsylvania

Order from your laboratory supply house.
B. G. Hemmendinger examines one of the digital circuit packages used in the central control unit of the new Electronic Switching System developed at Bell Laboratories. In these circuits, logic functions such as AND, OR, and AND-OR are built up with various combinations of a basic AND-NOT gate. About 27,000 transistors and 90,000 diodes are used in two duplicated central control units for one electronic central office.

**Stored-program control—flexibility for telephone switching systems**

Modern systems that switch your telephone calls use complex control equipment to operate the switches that make telephone connections. Such “common control” equipment is time-shared by many telephone lines. In electromechanical systems, common control apparatus consists of hardware—an array of hundreds of relays wired together to do the switching jobs of a particular telephone exchange.

By contrast, common control in the new Electronic Switching System (ESS) developed at Bell Laboratories is exercised by a multitude of general-purpose digital circuits whose actions are directed by “software”—programmed sequences of instructions stored in memory. The operation of ESS, including the specific telephone services provided, can thus be changed merely by changing the magnetization pattern of memory cards like that shown at left, with little or no hardware rearrangement or rewiring.

More specifically, ESS common control consists of an electronic data processor with a large memory. The memory contains instructions for processing all of the different kinds of calls handled by a central office. Guided by this stored program, the data processor receives and interprets dialed digits, sends signals to appropriate switches, and at the same time detects and diagnoses circuit malfunctions.

With this flexible common control, combining hardware and software, ESS can efficiently provide the various telephone services available today as well as any new services needed for the future.

---

Memory card, 6½ by 10½ inches, used for storing the ESS control program. Useful information (64 forty-four-bit words) is carried by the card in the form of magnetized spots (“zero”) and unmagnetized spots (“one”). The random-access memory stores the control program and other data on 2048 such cards (131,072 words). The control instructions themselves require a minimum of 100,000 words.